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Figure 1: Overhead shot of the moving set for the cinematic VR film ‘Sundowning’ 

ABSTRACT 
 
Spatial audio is enjoying a surge in attention in both scene and 
object based paradigms, due to the trend for, and accessibility of, 
immersive experience. This has been enabled through 
convergence in computing enhancements, component size 
reduction, and associated price reductions. For the first time, 
applications such as virtual reality (VR) are technologies for the 
consumer. Audio for VR is captured to provide a counterpart to 
the video or animated image, and can be rendered to combine 
elements of physical and psychoacoustic modelling, as well as 
artistic design. Given that distance is an inherent property of 
spatial audio, that it can augment sound’s efficacy in cueing user 
attention (a problem which practitioners are seeking to solve), 
and that conventional film sound practices have intentionally 
exploited its use, the absence of research on its implementation 
and effects in immersive environments is notable. This paper 
sets out the case for its importance, from a perspective of 
research and practice. It focuses on cinematic VR, whose 
challenges for spatialized audio are clear, and at times stretches 
beyond the restrictions specific to distance in audio for VR, into 
more general audio constraints.  
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1  INTRODUCTION  
 
Although not a new medium, VR is perhaps the most 
obvious of the immersive trends [1]. The level of impact 
that audio in VR can achieve with relatively low 
computational cost is promising, and continues to 
improve. Google Cardboard’s spatial audio for example, 
computes audio in real-time yet is implemented on mobile 
devices whilst “..most of the processing takes place outside 
of the primary CPU”[2]. Their distance encoding includes 
amplitude differences, ‘smooth-changing’ low pass 
filtering, early reflections, occlusion and a dedicated 
reverberation engine, which takes account of 
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environmental properties, and creates reverberation that 
decays differently for different frequencies [3].  
 
 Dynamic binaural synthesis, utilizing head-related 
transfer functions (HRTFs), virtual loudspeakers and 
headset orientation data, provides a compelling experience 
(Fig. 2) which can be delivered (minimally) over standard 
headphones, a smartphone and cardboard headset. This 
affords a sounding world where distance, location and 
environmental cues remain independently static (or 
dynamic) when we move and it serves to reinforce 
presence [4,5] which in turn can ‘uplift’ potentially 
presence-breaking features of image [6,7].  

 

Figure 2: VR user playback with professional headphones 
and an Oculus DK2. 

Yet the ease of consumption does not reflect the 
challenges faced by content creators. With sound design 
having inherited its (relative to image) low status from 
existing film and game conventions, it currently remains a 
largely post-production concern. There are a further and 
distinct range of constraints practitioners face (directly or 
indirectly) when attempting to add distance.  
 
This paper draws from academic research as well as the 
first author’s recent cinematic VR film ‘Sundowning’ (see 
Fig. 1) which is currently in post-production. This short 
form film, directed by Angela McArthur, Shivani Hassard 
and Vanessa Pope, is being made by practitioner-
researchers in partnership with industry. It was, and 
continues to be an ambitious ‘one-take’ project involving 

a moving set, interactive sound design, and computer 
generated images.  
 
Sound design for cinematic VR differs from conventional 
filmmaking most fundamentally in its requirements for 
spatial diegetic sound (ideally in three dimensions), and 
the hiding of microphones (with 360o cameras there is no 
‘frame’ outside of which to place boom or other 
microphones). These requirements can be attended to 
during capture, and post-production. The net effect of 
these differences however, is an increased demand for 
time and expertise.  
 
At inception, ‘Sundowning’ gained an award for its sound 
design treatment. It depicts Alzheimer’s from a first-
person perspective, aiming at an imaginative, insightful 
portrayal of the condition. It was produced under very 
challenging temporal and environmental constraints, and 
these constraints impacted the realisation of the project, 
including planned sound design. One of the four actors 
involved was a five-year-old child who did not attend 
rehearsals. The adult actors had a limited rehearsal period, 
and were unfamiliar with the format (with directives to 
treat the camera as a character, with the significance of 
scale, and with stitch lines). Anxieties arose from the 
peculiarities of the performing the piece in one take.  
 
Pre-production on the film involved material and 
simulated models of the set, experimentation with actors 
using different sound-producing objects (props, costume), 
the creation of a click track system (abandoned during 
production due to time constraints) which could 
synchronise the actors over multiple takes, thus creating 
an atypical opportunity for cutting between takes, whilst 
also affording the design of a rhythmic ‘signature’. The 
decision to use standard sound capture and rendering 
techniques meanwhile, would create contrast with the 
interactive audio. This was designed to be triggered if the 
user looked directly at a particular character, during a 
particular monologue.   
 
These conditions are not detailed to set this production up 
as unusual - productions generally operate under such 
sub-optimal conditions. It is important to qualify the 
realities of a production environment at the outset. Much 
research relevant to distance cues in immersive audio is, 
quite reasonably, carried out under controlled 
experimental conditions. There are stark differences in the 
aims and outcomes of these approaches, and in the forms 
of theoretical and practical knowledge produced as a 
result. It is the position of this paper (as well as its hope) 
that both practice and research will be instrumental in 
understanding and applying distance to audio for VR. This 
poorly understood, implemented and utilized cue is apt to 
be given attention from all perspectives.  
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2  THE CONSTRAINTS & OPPORTUNITIES 

2.1 Engineering  
 
2.1.1 Audio capture is a challenge for any production. In 
conventional filmmaking, automated dialogue 
replacement (ADR), where actors overdub their dialogue 
in a recording studio separately to filming, is common 
practice and proves effective against on-set recording in 
many cases, and for a variety of reasons. It becomes more 
complicated and thus less economic for spatial audio 
practice, where room reflectance, spatial impression, and 
other cues need to be matched to a scene, and where a 
lack of location availability may create the need for (often 
manual) synthesis. This risks audio element mismatching, 
unless all audio is similarly processed or other 
workarounds are found, which is time-consuming: 
 

“We went to great efforts to match the 
sound of the ADR with the location dialogue 
using cabin impulse responses captured 
on the plane, and we put every voice 
through an individual HRTF panner to 
match the exact position on screen. It also 
proved quite challenging to match the sound 
of the last scene, shot in a studio, with those 
shot in the actual cabin because of the 
higher ceiling in the studio”. [8: 4] 

 
Such practices have a more compound impact on delivery 
schedule and cost of production than has been the case for 
conventional filmmaking. That said, sound is more 
amenable to post-production than image, so performances 
are chosen for their visual success, often leaving sound 
with some ground to recover after capture. For 
‘Sundowning’ it was hoped that ADR could be avoided, 
however due to ambient noises (low intermittent rumbles 
of passing trains, hum from overhead lighting, high 
volume broadband sounds due to the moving set) and the 
choice for visual success in performances, ADR was 
required.  
 
2.1.2 Audio rendering developments are in an exciting, 
formative phase, with many spatial sound rendering 
solutions available. Plugins for digital audio workstations 
(DAWs) as well as games engines and audio middleware, 
are increasingly being made available free of charge to 
encourage content production, a recent opportunity. 
These provide varying degrees of fidelity, interoperability 
and capability in the organisation, placement and 
transformation of sound sources. 
 
For scene-based (ambisonic) recordings commonly used in 
cinematic VR production, which represent the spatial 
wave front with spherical harmonics decomposition, 

certain transformations can be achieved (such as rotation) 
making them an appropriate choice for cinematic VR. 
However, object-independent distance encoding cannot be 
achieved. A ‘zoom’ or ‘dominance’ effect is possible on a 
soundfield representation, which does not 
discriminate individual sound events or separate sources. 
Effectively this will increase the gain level for elements of 
the soundfield in the direction or area of interest, and 
possibly also decrease the gain level for elements outside 
of it. Harpex claims to be able to isolate sound sources 
from a sound field by ‘sharp spatial filtering’. Their ‘post 
production shotgun’ (their name for the Harpex acoustic 
zoom effect): 
 

“...mimics the kind of spatial analysis that a 
human listener uses to separate and localize the 
many sound sources in a complex sound scene. This 
results in a level of channel separation 
and spatial definition that has never been possible 
before.” [9] 

 
Work has also been carried out to alter the signal 
encoding and decoding processing, to achieve distance 
encoding, as well as to compensate for certain near-field 
effects [10 – 12].  Research continues to help shape the 
suitability of soundfield recordings for immersive audio, 
working towards source-separation specific to the 
ambisonic format [13]. Such continued research attests to 
the fact that a scene-based approach is less complex to 
render (relative to a object based approach, see below), 
and can offer a high fidelity of spatial impression for 
higher order formats. For such reasons, it is likely to 
remain a popular choice within a practitioner’s toolset.  
 
A blend of close mic mono or stereo recordings are often 
combined with a sound field representation and convolved 
with a variation of impulse responses (IRs) or HRTFs for 
binaural rendering. The different source recordings can be 
treated somewhat separately. However, to manually 
arrange, mix, and spatialize these sources, and then adjust 
them to dynamically synchronise with the moving image 
across the length of the piece is laborious, and unfeasible 
for many productions. Those practitioners from non-game 
audio backgrounds are often already upskilling to meet 
the technical demands required for spatial audio 
production and outputting, demands which are in a state 
of flux due to the rate of developments in this nascent 
ecosystem.  
 
2.1.3 Object based audio systems are worth a mention. 
Whilst object-based systems are generally over-specified 
for cinematic VR, content with limited interactivity can 
employ an object-based approach to create offline mixes, 
to export [14]. Thus, their use for cinematic VR is feasible 
as a rendering, if not playback, tool. Interactivity can be 
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added to such a mixed file though the use of a games 
engine, which treats sounds as objects, to have headset 
orientation data (certain polar coordinates in the spherical 
video) trigger sound events when looked at by a user, as 
used for ‘Sundowning’. These coordinates can be 
manually mapped to an event in cinematic VR, and in this 
way it can be somewhat interactive, less distinct from 
real-time rendered interactive experiences. Object based 
systems effectively postpone the mix until exhibition 
(sound files and sound properties are held as objects and 
later assembled in three-dimensional space from 
their metadata) and some of these features are available to 
linear VR experiences, though a fuller dynamic 
modification of sound objects is not possible. Object based 
systems do require additional attention - each sound 
source in a scene must be recorded or synthesised, 
specified with properties and animated over 
time.  Metadata needs to be generated (this may be 
possible automatically in some cases but can itself be a 
challenge [15]). Yet the return on investment for certain 
content is evident. 
 
 

2.2 Perception 
2.2.1 Distance perception is one of the least understood 
auditory perception processes, which might explain in 
part the lack of consensus on experimental design in its 
research. If we compare auditory distance to auditory 
direction, we can observe a clear imbalance in the 
consideration given to this aspect of sound localization.  
 
There are a range of cues which we employ to judge 
auditory distance, the reliability of which vary with the 
stimulus, with sound source direction, and with sound 
properties of the environment (for a review see [16, 17, 
18]). Our judgements are impacted by visual information, 
by experimental design (for example the measure of 
absolute or relative distances, the order of presentation), 
and non-perceptual factors (for example, our level of 
overall arousal, or our assessment of valence for a sound 
event [19]). They tend to be systematically biased 
inaccurate (most accurate at distances of approximately 
1m), and imprecise, which is not the case for visual 
distance judgements [18, 20].  
 
Our understanding further diminishes when examining an 
audio-visual environment, and again when that 
environment is rich and virtual, as is the case for VR. 
Work [21] has shown for example, that headsets induce 
under-estimation of distance, which already shows signs 
of ‘compression’ (i.e. we underestimate sound source 
distances in the far field, effectively bringing them toward 
us, and overestimate them in the near field, effectively 

pushing them away from us as if with a compressive 
power function [18]). 
 
Auditory cues include:  
 

Intensity 
Temporal delay   
Frequency spectrum at near and far distances 
Inter-aural level differences 
Inter-aural time differences 
Direct-to-reverberant energy ratio (early 
reflections in particular) 

 
2.2.2 Distance cues may be robust to spatial rendering and 
playback configuration. One study [22] has demonstrated 
that head movements and non-individualized HRTFs do 
not play an important role in the auditory perception of 
distance over loudspeakers or (static or dynamic) binaural 
(headphone) presentation. It should be noted however, 
that this work was not extended to audio-visual or virtual 
environments. Gerzon [23] advocated for artificial 
distance cues (such as early reflections) for this reason, 
combined with more control, less computation and 
undesirable natural artefacts, all afforded by synthesis.  
 
2.2.3 Auditory capture. Although visual ‘capture’ can lead 
to the biasing of auditory distance judgements [24 – 26] 
visually degraded stimuli such as that in cinematic VR, 
may benefit from the uplifting effects of well-produced 
spatial audio producing a kind of auditory capture [27].  
 
2.2.4 Familiarity of sources is an important consideration, 
with absolute judgements of distance relying on these. 
Listeners compare the spectral content and sound 
intensity of a sound event with their internal estimates of 
the source. Yet even in the case of the human voice, 
discrepancies might arise from the combination of 
unusual types of speech at their usual levels [28]. The 
extent of familiarity may be an important factor, and may 
explain certain exposure effects (see below). There exists 
an opportunity for VR to build on film sound practices 
which privilege speech intelligibility over spatial 
authenticity, as well as for creative exploration of this 
phenomenon. Familiar sound sources could be 
transformed in post-production to be less familiar (for 
example, physically less familiar via synthesis or 
semantically less familiar by – for example – creating a 
mismatch in speech qualities of a shouted event which is 
rendered or recorded with the qualities of a whispered 
event (less energy in the high frequencies, less overall 
intensity, etc). Inversely, unfamiliar sources could be 
convolved with familiar source properties. These 
exploratory ideas open up a world of creative possibilities 
for sound design in general, and spatial orientation effects 
specifically.  
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2.2.5 Exposure and training effects for distance perception 
are important though largely unchartered areas in 
research for VR. Work has shown that repeated exposure 
to unfamiliar sounds increases the accuracy of 
auditory distance estimates [29, 30]. Longitudinal work 
seems highly appropriate for dealing with VR as an 
emerging technology, and auditory distance as an under-
represented field of enquiry.  
 
2.2.6 Scientific paradigms that deal with auditory 
perception are changing in ways which may be helpful to 
understanding auditory distance perception, as a form of 
discrimination which employs a range of complex 
information in varying ways. In real environments, we 
combine multiple auditory (and often other sensory) cues 
to assess distance. Zahorik [31] demonstrated perpetual 
cue weighting was performed, with the primary cues 
being intensity and direct-to-reverberant energy ratio, 
though this varied with stimulus type, source direction, 
distance, background noise and other source or 
environmental properties. This approach takes into 
account prior information available to listener about the 
sound event. It builds upon research which demonstrates 
how we perceptually favour reliable sensory information 
to resolve cross-modal conflict [32], by suggesting that 
consistency is positively weighted, and  
 

“…can perhaps explain how auditory distance 
perception processes are able to 
produce relatively stable– albeit biased - 
estimates of source distance under a wide 
range of acoustic conditions in which 
different distance cues are available to 
listeners.” [18: 417] 

 
Such probabilistic perspectives have gained popularity in 
recent years as notions of sensory dominance fade. The 
Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) model which 
assumes that the perceptual weighing process is 
statistically optimal, is proving particularly popular [33]. 
 
 

2.3 Design  
2.3.1 Microphone placement is critical to the end user 
experience of cinematic VR content. For ‘Sundowning’ 
many periods across several days were spent on 
positioning the camera as evidenced by Fig. 3, 4 and 5, 
which show the progressive refinement of this process 
(with camera no rig; with camera and rig; with camera, rig 
and actor). For microphone placement, testing, and peak 
monitoring, less than 1.5 hours was taken. Actors did not 
rehearse with the chosen mics: 
 

 

Figure 3: Camera position calibration for ‘Sundowning’ 
with camera no rig. 

 
• 1 x Soundfield ST450 - positioned as close to 

camera as possible whilst as invisible as possible  
• 4 x DPA 4060 capsule radio microphones - fitted 

as invisibly as possible to actors  
 
It would be unfair to say that microphone placement 
requires as much consideration as camera, but the 
difference is stark.  

 
Figure 4: Camera position calibration for ‘Sundowning’ 

with camera and rig. 
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Opportunities for the design of microphone placement 
seem to involve creative solutions to hiding or 
incorporating microphones on location, in a set, or on 
actors, which have little affirmative impact on the design 
outcomes. They are essentially risk-minimization 
measures, though the continual improvisation required is 
enlivening, and can renew one’s enthusiasm for live sound 
recording. For manufacturers, microphone design is the 
design opportunity. Some manufacturers are focusing on 
all-in-one audiovisual solutions [34, 35] to lessen 
practitioner headaches, some are targeting price point and 
/ or portability [36, 37].  
 
2.3.2 Creating empathy and intimacy for characters. The 
closeness (to camera for VR) associated with these effects 
is often not achievable in production. To avoid distortion, 
stitch-line irregularities and adverse scaling effects, actors 
cannot move too close to the camera. Given close-mic 
recording practices, designing sound for these objectives 
is helpful, and may be less work than applying more cues 
to achieve greater distance.  

 
Figure 5: Camera position calibration for ‘Sundowning’ 

with camera, rig and actor. 

2.3.4 Creating a sense of depth is an obstacle for ‘flattened’ 
spherical video. This is aggravated by the quality 
degradation which video undergoes during cinematic VR 
rendering and playback. Research has pointed towards the 
fact that an “overall sense of [auditory]distance is mainly 
dependent on the focal length [of the camera]” [38: 1].  
 
2.3.5 Attentional cueing is one of the most apparent 
opportunities for the use of auditory distance cues in VR, 
as a medium which affords users freedom of head 
movement (and thus attention). This has been a 

conundrum for practitioners, uneasy about relinquishing 
narrative control. Auditory perception research 
establishes sound’s effectiveness to cue user attention 
consistently, even for narratively impoverished 
(experimentally controlled) stimuli ([6] Fig. 6).  
 

3 CONCLUSIONS 
Our privileging of consistency in perceptual 
representations from different senses which conflict (cross 
modal conflict) is actually useful for the practice of VR, 
enabling a coherent perceptual experience which tolerates 
disparity. We may discover this through trial-and-error, 
but VR production is costly, cumbersome, and intolerant 
to experimentation. At a time when conventions for 
capture and render remain in flux, and VR industries are 
yet to see solid returns on sizeable investments, research-
informed practice is vital. Research too can learn from the 
use of ecologically valid stimuli and conditions, whose 
tacit knowledge may not always be articulated. Whilst the 
challenges for capturing, rendering, and perceiving 
distance in audio for VR abound, there are opportunities 
for researchers and practitioners to tackle the lack of 
available applied research in this area, and a certain 
freedom from convention in doing so.  
 
Distance is an integral cue for our processing of sound in 
real and virtual environments, so this may be a necessity 
as well as an opportunity. The notion of audio depth of 
field, which the camera has yet to attain in VR, is an 
exciting one, and may help relocate audio’s salience 
relative to image. VR may contribute to this by its 
popularity, its relative privileging of audio, and its ability 
to straddle the real and mediated immersive experience. 
Its potency in this respect, taken with the high degree of 
control that can be exerted in the virtual environment, 
make it a useful and ecologically valid tool for 
experimentation. Paradoxically perhaps, it may help us 
relinquish the controlled experimental paradigm in favour 
of a messy, rich combinatorial framework.  

 
Figure 6: User view of research stimuli (5 identical bell 

alarm clocks). 
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